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if you are one of the millions of people who love to read, you will enjoy every word in this book. this
book contains stories that are very interesting and are very popular among the children. the stories
are told in a very simple and easy way so that even the little ones can easily understand. apart from
the stories, the book also contains a glossary to help you understand the malayalam language. if you
are a malayalam speaker, then this book will be a nice way to understand the language and the
culture of the people of kerala. it will also be a nice way to help you pass on your knowledge of
malayalam to your kids. ojo board is a game made popular by the bollywood film “parichay”. this
game is played with an ojo board and small die. in the game, the player writes a story using only the
letters on the board. the other players use the die to select the letters to be used by the writer. the
game requires a lot of creativity, imagination, and concentration. today it is mostly played by children
and teenagers. ojo board malayalam novel pdf in the game, the person trying to write the story must
make the other players guess the story by the letters they have selected from the board. the person
who can guess the story correctly wins. the game was designed by the mumbai based filmmaker vijay
bharat anand. ojo board: a malayalam novel by jayarajan. this is a collection of short stories by
jayarajan. it is the first book on the topic of ojo board. it has eight short stories, which are all centered
around the ojo board. ojo board is a game made popular by the bollywood film “parichay”. this game
is played with an ojo board and small die. in the game, the player writes a story using only the letters
on the board. the other players use the die to select the letters to be used by the writer. the game
requires a lot of creativity, imagination, and concentration. today it is mostly played by children and
teenagers.
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with a mission to provide the readers the same feeling of holding a book and reading, for the first time
an audio novel has been introduced by kathacafe. ouija board, a horror thriller by akhil p dharmajan is
the first audio novel in malayalam launched through the kathacafe app. kerala state board has written
a standard for the 1st to 12th class which are to be followed for preparation. the organization has also

formulated the textbook, which is to be followed for the courses. according to the scholars of the
subject, students need to be acquainted with the latest textbooks so that they can grasp the meaning
of the words. the books are to be obtained from online portal, which is safe, fast and convenient. the

online portal of the kerala state board has become an alternative to the students and teachers for
buying the books. the portal provides the students and teachers with the latest and best books and

has a huge collection of the books. the quick links given in the article are very useful for all the
students, which they can download and use while preparing for the exams. the updated books are

available for students to make their preparation even more easier. the online portal of the kerala state
board has come up to solve the problem of buying the textbooks. the portal provides the students and
teachers with the latest and best books and has a huge collection of the books. the quick links given in

the article are very useful for all the students, which they can download and use while preparing for
the exams. the updated books are available for students to make their preparation even more easier.
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